
ESSAY COMPARE CONTRAST THESIS

Determine when to use an explanatory thesis or an evaluative thesis for a compare and contrast essay. Develop an
explanatory thesis. Develop an evaluative.

Analyze how a career in transcultural nursing is similar to and different from one in traditional nursing. He
teaches English composition courses, tutors a diverse student body in a writing center, and designs online
learning modules for comp and business writing. While this may sound like it is leading to an evaluative essay
because the writer has included some of his or her own analysisTo analyze is to make a thoughtful and
detailed study of something. A possible thesis could be: While much of today's cuisine has roots in the
traditional French cooking techniques, the modern techniques developed by American chefs have done more
to influence contemporary cuisine around the world. The thesis is your main argument. It also includes what
the author wants the reader to understand about the topic he or she has chosen to write about. Professor:
Where is your thesis statement? Let a Kibin editor help make sure your paper reflects your true genius! Follow
these steps, and you will be well on your way to writing a compare-and-contrast essay that cannot fail to
impress your reading audience. Stuck on Your Essay? Try writing your body paragraphs first. In all of these
cases, an effective thesis statement is the foundation of your writing. Step 5 - Write an Outline Craft an outline
that fits the structure you have chosen. Compare the influence of Wordsworth to the influence of Coleridge
during the Romantic age of poetry. Or maybe your supervisor will ask you to write a business proposal
recommending one of two different approaches to a project. Say it with me now: this essay is going to be
awesome. Then, develop a possible thesis for each prompt. You bet! Stare out the window. Evaluative Thesis
Statements An evaluative thesisA statement that presents an opinion about the topic. As a final bit of advice, if
your professor gives you instructions for how to organize and write this essay, follow them as closely as
possible. How-to guides, timelines, and biographies are all examples of expository writing. Work on
answering that question as you continue writing the paragraph. Need some help with picking a topic? Example
You write: Though eccentric, both Gandalf and Dumbledore resemble kind-hearted grandfatherly figures
when they first appear in the Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter series, respectively. This prompt also requires
an explanatory thesis, looking at the characteristics of both disasters. A possible thesis could be: While there
are some differences, the parallels between the Fukushima and Chernobyl nuclear disasters, despite the
twenty-five years between them, suggest that humans still have a great deal to learn about controlling the
awesome force they have created. This prompt requires an evaluative thesis. In a compare and contrast essay,
you can develop either an explanatory or evaluative thesis statementA brief statement that identifies a writer's
thoughts, opinions, or conclusions about a topic. Another step? If you are a visual person, a Venn diagram can
facilitate this process. The following prompts require explanatory thesis statements because they are asking the
writer to compare two things without taking a particular stance on whether one is better or worse. You can use
three questions to help form a thesis statement: What is my topic? Traits that differ are noted separately,
within those that they share are written in the overlapping space. Another pro tip: To create a stronger thesis,
be specific! Developing a Thesis for a Compare and Contrast Essay Learning Objectives: Determine when to
use an explanatory thesis or an evaluative thesis for a compare and contrast essay. Remember to keep
characteristics of the different subjects somewhat parallel. Who had more influence during the Romantic age
of poetry, Wordsworth or Coleridge? Think about it this wayâ€”if someone handed you this listâ€¦ â€¦you
would probably wonder why the heck the person just did that. Prompt: Compare French and American
cooking techniques, and explain which has contributed more to today's international cuisine. Need some help
with brainstorming? The Civil War could be said to have arisen from a fundamental dispute over freedom:
which is more sacred, freedom for individuals, or freedom from government? It is not asking you to decide
which is more likable, more believable, etc. The following prompts require evaluative thesis statements
because they ask the writer to compare the two subjects while taking a position in favor of one over the other.


